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Provadis –
a successor of Hoechst corporation
• Introduction of participants
•
•

150 years
industry park Höchst
international mix of participants
15 years Infraserv Höchst
10 years Provadis School
Provadis
diverse backgrounds (universities, public institutions, companies)

Industrial park Höchst: 90 companies, 22.000 employees
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Quick Facts
Rhein-Main-Cluster Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals
 Founded by Provadis School of International
Management and Technology and leading
chemical and pharmaceutical companies at
Industriepark Höchst
 Successful pitch at 1. Cluster-Competition of
the State of Hesse

Founders:

 Supported by leading chemical and
pharmaceutical companies of the Rhein-Main
region and TU Darmstadt
 Objectives:
To enhance efficiency and effectiveness of
chemical and pharmaceutical activities in the
Rhein-Main region.
To position the chemical and pharmaceutical
industry as overall relevant economic sectors
in the public opinion.
 Coordination:
Provadis School of International Management
and Technology

University Partners:
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Rhein-Main-Cluster:
Objectives

2

1

Cost reduction/
efficiency
improvement

5

Innovation, sharing of
experiences & revenue
generation

Objectives of
Rhein-Main-Cluster
Chemicals &
Pharmaceuticals

Foster dialogue
with general
public and
opinion leaders
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4

Sustainable use
of ressources

Attract , develop, retain
talent
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Recent Study:
From Megatrends to Business Excellence



Multi-Methods, MultiSource Approach:
online-survey and
expert interviews




N = 141
High-level participants

German version:
www.chempharmtrends.de

English summary (published June 2015):
http://businesschemistry.org/article/?article=205
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Top 3 Trends
The increasing importance of Asia, cross-disciplinary innovation and increasing
value
Vorläufige
of education are the top 3 megatrends.
Ergebnisse
Ranking of Megatrends 2014: All segments

Top 3 Topics

Steigende Bedeutung Asiens
Increasing importance of Asia
Disziplinübergreifende Innovation
Cross-disciplinary innovation
Value of education

Wert der Bildung

Bevölkerungswachstum
Population growth
Urbanization

GLOBALIZATION

Urbanisierung

Partizipation
Entwicklungsländer
Participation
of developing
countries

INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY

Branchenübergreifende
Cross-industry
innovation Innovation

WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Heterogenere
Heterogenous
personnelBelegschaften
Alterung und Schrumpfung
Aging and shrinking

Scale: 7 = strongly agree
1 = strongly disagree

Sustainable products
Nachhaltige Produkte
Renewable Nachwachsende
raw materials Rohstoffe
Alternative energyAlternative
sources Energien

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Question: In your opinion, how relevant are the
folllowing topics for the activites of your company in 2014?

8
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Megatrend 1:
Globalization
The relative importance of Europe will decrease in all business functions untill the year
2024.

2014
0%

20%

40%

2024
60%

80%

100%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

R&D

89%

10% 1%

Production

79%

4% 15% 2%

45%

9%

Marketing &
Sales

78%

10% 11% 1%

48%

2%

41%

Asia

Africa

Europe

USA

Asia

Africa

others

77%

Europe

USA

100%

7% 15% 1%

44%

2%

4% 5%

others

Challenge: secure Europe‘s competitive advantages (product/process quality)
steer global value chains
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Megatrend Globalization
Globalization leads to growing markets abroad and the need for continous
improvement in Europe.
Challenges

“ The strengths of the European
chemical and pharmaceutical
industry are process quality,
rapid innovations and
compliance. “
(Dr. Matthias Braun, member of the
board sanofi-aventis Deutschland
GmbH)

Sustain European competitive
advantages
Production, process, innovation
capabilities; compliance

International competencies:
language skills; intercultural skills

Challenges: Optimize global footprint
Steerglobal activities
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Spotlight:
Globalization of Human Resource Activities
international
projects for
apprentices

Study abroad

International
Summer Schools

International
Job Rotation
Beispiel Xiamen Summer University

Globalization:

implications for all business functions and
on all hierarchical levels
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Megatrend 2:
Interdisciplinary and cross-industry innovation
Chemical companies focus their R&D activities on the development of new solutions
and not on „new-to-the world“ innovations. All companies think about optimizing
their innovation processes.
„We see ourselves not as a chemical company, but as
a knowledge company, applying insights from
chemistry, biology and physics to create new materials
and solutions for our customers.“

Inhouse
innovation,
one
discipline

Open
innovation,
multiple
disciplines
Business
Opportuntie
s Manager

Lead
customer

cooperations with
complementary
companies,
e.g. IT, biology

Challenge: Interdisciplinary innovation and cooperation
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Megatrend 2:
Interdisciplinary and cross-industry innovation
Trends towards increasing interdisciplinarity and complexity

Digitization
Material Science

Chemistry

Microtechnology

Nanotechnology
Genomics

Mechanical
Engineering

Mechatronics

Informatics,
Microelectronics

see J. Stebany, 2002.

Pharmacology

Biology

Medicine
Physics
Emerging key technologies require knowledge from various
scientific disciplines

Challenge: Develop cooperation skills
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Spotlight:
Increasing diversity in companies
one gender

one generation

one
qualification
one social
background

Challenge: Increase diversity for better cooperation skills
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Megatrend 3:
Increasing value attributed to education
The changes within the working environment can be outlined as follows:

Yesterday

Tomorrow

 working for one employer
during the entire lifetime…

 employers as temporary
partners

 stable office locations and
working hours

 varied differentiation

 defined carreer paths
 homogenous personnel

 increasing differentiation
 increasing diversity

The challenge: Manage growing complexity
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Implications
Transform talent management
The „Bologna reform“ created options for modular, multi-optional study programs.
Companies can more easily create tailor-made programs and attract talents.

Past:
one study phase

Today: modular,
multi-optional study programs
Work

Work

MasterStudy

Work
Work

Work

Further
education

University phase
(Dual) Bachelor-Study Program

College

College

Source: Based on Telekom 2011

Challenge: Make use of Bologna reform
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Success factor:
Knowledge of business models
Successful companies have better knowledge about business models.

Perception of own business model
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

We are aware of changes (social,
technical, or political) that could
significantly reduce the success of
our current business model.
All units in our company
(departments, sections, lines, work
groups, individuals) are aware of how
they contribute to our business
model.
We know the business models of our
competitors.

Total
less
successful
average
very
successful

We regularly test and evaluate our
current business model.

Source: Industry Study „From Megatrends to Business Excellence“, 2014.
Question: To what extent do the following statement apply to your company? (1 = does not apply at all – 7 = applies completely)
n = 141
Shown is the statistical mean of the answers.
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Success factor:
Strategic learning capability
Successful companies are characterized by a better strategic learning capability.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

We are good at recognizing unsuccessful strategies.
We are good at determining precisely why
unsuccessful strategies did not work
We are good at learning from our strategic mistakes.

Total
less successful
average

We regularly adapt the business and competitive
practices we select based on what works and what
doesn't.

very successful

We are good at adjusting our current strategy once we
get a feeling for how promising our actions are.
We are good at recognizing alternative approaches to
achieve our goals once it becomes clear that the
original approach did not work.

Source: Study: „From Megatrends to business excellence“, 2014
Question: To what extent do the following statements apply to your company? (1 = does not apply at all – 7 = applies completely)
n = 141
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Success factor:
Implementation
Successful compaies have changed their activities within the last five years.

Profit formula

Question:
In the last five years we have significantly … 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

changed our pricing and sales strategy.
changed our commercialization strategy (e.g. change
from sales to leasing or licensing models).

Total

changed the cost structure of our products or
services.
changed the calculation of strategically relevant
costs.
changed our production / operative strategy (e.g.
through projects for production excellence such as
Six Sigma).
changed the cost structure of our operative processes.

less successful
average
very successful

changed KPIs (key performance indicators such as ROI,
ROA, or lead times).

1 = Strong
acceptance

7=strong
rejection

Source: Study „From megatrends to business success “, 2014
Question: In the last five years we have significantly … (1 = does not apply at all – 7 = applies completely)
n = 141
Shown is the statistical mean of the answers.
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Megatrends and industrial parks

Megatrends

Implication for chemical and
pharmaceutical industry

Industrial parks: Action

Globalization

 International growth
 Increased competition

 Export of expertise
 Further process excellence in the
region (sharing of best practices)
 Qualification

Innovation

 Cross-industry and crossdisciplinary innovation process

 Organize exchanges
 Joint activities on selected topics
(e.g. energy transition)

Higher
qualification

 Interdisciplinary qualification;
 individual qualification offers

 Individual offers
 Interdisciplinary courses

Additional challenges:
engage in a public dialogue about the future of chemistry
form strong partnerships and secure public support
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Megatrends and Implications for
industrial parks

•

international mix of participants

•

diverse backgrounds (universities, public institutions, companies)

Challenge for clusters
create and manage integrated
learning cycles

Linking to
society
Qualification
Sustainability
Innovation
Process
excellence
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Example 1:
Develop a sustainability strategy
 Applied research: Development
of a model to analyse strategic
impacts of climate change from
a company-specific point of view

 Interviews with
experts

 Elaboration of measures for
proactive climate management

 Stearing of project and
consolidation of the various
results

 Basic research:
co-evolution of scientific
recommendations and climate
policy
 Peer-review: presentation /
discussion of project results
within the scientific
community, e.g. Academy of
Management

 Company perspective
 Description of current
situation

Strategic impacts of
climate change on industry

 Check on practicabillity of
theoretically elaborated
models
 Implementation of strategic
measures to cope with the
identified fields of action

Managing a consortium as success factor
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Example 2:
Work on climate/green strategies

CLIMACTIO
Sustainability in the Chemical Industry

The Practical Implementation of
State of the Art Knowledge
Hannes Utikal; Julia Woth
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OVERVIEW:
18-MONTHS EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME

Clarification of
methodological
details

15th -16th May 2014

Activities

Training Events

Kick-Off Event &
Information Day

7th July 2014

•

Introduction

•

Define limits (Scope)

•

Benefits for companies

•

Calculation methods

•

Defining the project to

•

Methodological issues

be worked on

•

Exchange of experiences

Basic
understanding

Discussion and
results

Integration into
climate strategies

10th-11th November
2014

October 2015

•

•

Presentation of CO2-

•

Presentation of results

footprint results

•

Exchange of experiences

Optimisation potential

•

Discussion on how to

validated project plan coordinated CO2footprint & action plan

deal with the results

validated climate
strategy
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Example 3:
Cooperate with the city and region
Case study:
How to turn the Energiewende in Frankfurt into
a success?
 multidisciplinary approach through project
work
 40 PhD students from 20 European
universities
 20 speakers from academia, industry, public
administration and politics
EU appraoch: Innovation depends on systemic
changes (energy, mobility, etc.)

Innovation emerges not only within one discipline, but also through cooperation
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Example 4:
Dialogue with Society
With its book „Future Chemistry. Glimpses at the world of tomorrow“ and
thediscussion format of „Industry 2030“ the rhein-main cluster invests in an intense
dialogue about its role for prosperity and ist responsibility.

Industrial parks have to handle the relations to neighbours and socity with care.
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Summary

Megatrends shape the chemical and pharmaceutical industry‘s future. Their exact
implications have to be analyzed on a per company, per business unit and regional
basis.

Across all segments of the chemical industry, globalization, organizing cross-industry
and interdisciplinary innovation processes and better staff qualifications, are the
predominant drivers.
Companies in the chemical industry expect evolutionary – not revolutionary changes.
Successful companies have a better
 understanding of business models
 strategic learning capability
 strategic flexibility.

Chemical parks may internationalize with their expertise. On site they can improve
companies‘ competitive position and should organize effecive learning processes.
Academic institutions on site can improve your competitive position
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Thank you for your attention

hannes.utikal@provadis-hochschule.de
069-305 41880
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